Shows in order

Friday, December 2

The Spot
Amen
Transferring Kyle
Actually
Five Woman Wearing the Same Dress
Bachelor Holiday
Eleemosynary
Almost, Maine (Getting it Back)
Home Invasion
Horse Girls

Saturday, December 3

The Closet
Would You Still Be My Friend if?
Crabs.com
Desert Water
Funeral Parlor
Hardened
For Whom the Southern Belle Tolls
Wildwood Park
Traveler in the Dark
10, 9, 8…
Almost Maine (They Fell)
Smokefall
THE SPOT

"No one wins when the family feuds."

Written By: Directed By:
Issac Lopez Ally Cook

Luciano Gutierrez as Richard
Michael Mondejar as Noah
Brooklin Alexander as Ava
Austin Cisneros as Benny
Amen

WRITTEN BY: Paige Woelke

DIRECTED BY: Sabrina Levenson

CAST:

MARY: Mary

MACY: Heckenford

DOM: Robert Garza
Transferring Kyle

Kyle - Ben King
New Kyle - Issac Huerta
Tina - Brooklin Alexander

Directed by Matthew Craig
Written by Jonathan Cook
ABOUT OUR SHOW

"Actually," was written by Anna Ziegler. This play is about Princeton freshman Amber and Tom navigating the topic of sexual assault. Ziegler examines the connection between race and gender in this piece.

ABOUT THE DIRECTOR

Hello! My name is Ide Pena and I am an Education major with a Theatre minor. I am in my last year here at TAMUCC and am finishing up my minor. I am grateful for this experience and learned a lot from my time as a director!

MARissa SPINelli
TAMUCC '26

Hello, I am an Environmental Science major with a minor in Theatre and GIS! I am so excited to be in my first semester at the University. I have loved learning from my fellow classmate and director over this scene!!

ELijAH GaLViN
TAMUCC '26

Hi, I am a Theatre major with a focus of acting and directing. I am also getting a teacher certification. I am in my second year of college and I am learning more and more with every semester. With this show, I have learned that going out of your comfort zone is where you do your best work!
FIVE WOMEN WEARING THE SAME DRESS

Directed by Sarah Garcia  Starring:

Stephanie Garate
Gella Gonzalez
Emily Villarreal
Hailey Leal
Bachelor Holiday
by Alan Ball

directed by Kelly Russell

cast
Jalen Wheaton
Nico Montalvo
Ben Domingue
TAMU-CC TEN MIN PLAY FESTIVAL
Eleemosynary
Written by Lee B. Blessing
Directed by Dani Holder

featuring:
  echo..........sarah roller
  artie...........abby corbet
  dorothea....mary-jane
  heckendorf-herd

the secret of flight lies in the assurance
that we are worthy of flying

the company

Dani HOLDER
Director
  Dani is in her Junior year at TAMUCC
  and she’s majoring in theatre with a
  concentration in acting/directing. She was Lady
  Montage in TAMUCC’s recent production of
  Romeo & Juliet and will also be seen in the senior
  capstone The Bacchae. This is Dani’s first
  directing project.

Sarah Roller
Echo
  Sarah is a first-year transfer at TAMUCC
  and she’s majoring in theatre with a
  concentration in acting/directing. She was Dani
  in this year’s studio project Promen.

Abby Corbet
Artie
  Abby is in her first year at TAMUCC and
  she’s majoring in theatre with a concentration in
  acting/directing as well as getting a teacher
  certification. She was Dr. Monroe in this year’s
  studio project Promen. She is a first-generation
  college student and a first-generation immigrant
  from Scotland.

Mary Heckendorf-Heed
Dorothea
  She’s majoring in Bio-medical sciences
  with a minor in theatre. She is also in another
  10-minute, Ame. She says that theatre is her
  stress relief.
TAMUCC'S 10 MINUTE PLAY FESTIVAL'S
PRODUCTION OF
GETTING IT BACK
A CUTTING FROM
ALMOST, MAINE
BY JOHN CARIANI
DIRECTED BY CORA DANIEL
GAYLE:
HAILEY LEAL
LENDALL:
BEN DOMINGUE
HOME INVASION

BY KRISTA KNIGHT
DIRECTED BY RUBY BUltrON

LISET WALTSON...GHOST 1
CIERA ROLLINS...GHOST 2

DANIEL BUSH...TOM
GABRIELLA LOPEZ...KATY
THE CLOSET
by Aoise Stratford
Directed by: James Williams

Bernard - Nic Sears

Bart Sponge - Ranger Nolen

Twinkles - Kinlee Ramon
WOULD YOU STILL BE MY FRIEND IF?

A Play by Emily Hageman
Jon... Jaxon Mabry
David... Michael Mondejar
Directed by Lucia Vañez
Directed by Rachel Havlice

Marty - Ernest Green

Cheryl - Rowan Campion
DESSERT WATER

Author: Drake Landrun
Jed: Axel DeLaney
Dalton: Nex Richard

By: Andrew Donnelly
Directed By: Gracie Johnson
Now Presenting:

Marcus...Zoe Candelas
Bio: Zoe is a first year at TAMUCC and majoring in Acting/Directing. Their favorite role was Scar in the production of the Lion King Jr. They have learned to let loose and have fun during this experience.

Susan...Rylee Crayton
Bio: Rylee is a first year at TAMUCC and majoring in Elementary education. Her favorite production is "Pippin". She has gained friendships from this experience.

Funeral Parlor
10.25.2022 - 12.3.2022
Our beloved production
Directed by: Naomi Medina

HOME
Hardened
By Issac Lopez Castro
Directed by Luke Charles Jackson

Harry: Alexis Aguilar
Billy: Abraham Reyes

Crew:
Brooklyn Alexander
Hailey Leal
Ben Domingue
Aurora Usai
CHRISTOHER DURANG'S

"For Whom The Southern Belle Tolls"

ERIN JONES • JAMES WILLIAMS • YIC SZE NASI • MITCHELL ZILMER

DIRECTED BY: NICOLAS SEARS
WILDWOOD PARK FOR SALE
DIRECTED BY: HUNTER PITTMAN

THE HAPPIEST PLACE TO LIVE!!!

STARRING:
ISAAC EMPSON AS DR. SIMIAN
ANIYA MOSLEY AS MS. HAVILAND
TRAVELLER IN THE DARK
BY MARSHA NORMAN.

DIRECTED BY
DAVID WHEELIS

CAST

STEPHEN:.............................. LUCIANO GUTIERREZ

SAM:................................. XAVIER PON

CREW

JAYDEN J. ROBERT C. GABBY L. MADDIE W. ABBY C.
10...9...8...
BY GUY NEWSHAM

COMMANDER (FRANK): ANGEL FLORES
FIRST OFFICER, F.O. (JUDY LEWSIS): ABBY CORBET
SECOND OFFICER, S.O.: EDDIE EDWARDS
DIRECTED BY MALORIE MOSLEY

JOIN THE JOURNEY ON THE FIRST MANNED MISSION TO MARS...HOPEFULLY
Xavier Pon
As
Chad.

Jaxon Mabry
As
Randy.

Almost, Maine.
By John Cariani.

Directed by Issac Lopez.
SMOKEFALL
BY: NOAH HAILDE
DIRECTED BY: SAMUEL INGRAM
CAST: FRANK VILLALVazo, EEL MONCADA
Crews

- **FRIDAY:** *The Spot, Amen, Transferring Kyle, Actually, and Five Women Wearing the Same Dress* are crewed by Zoe Candelas, Axel DeLaney, and Eddie Edwards.
- **FRIDAY:** *Bachelor Holiday, Eleemosynary, Almost, Maine, Home Invasion, and Horse Girls* are crewed by Ranger Nolen, Rylee Crayton, and Drake Landrum.
- **SATURDAY:** *The Closet, Would You Still Be My Friend If?, crabs.com, Desert Water, Funeral Parlor, and Hardened* are crewed by Brooklin Alexander, Hailey Leal, Ben Domingue, and Aurora Usai.
- **SATURDAY:** *For Whom the Southern Belle Tolls, Wildwood Park, Traveler in the Dark, 10, 9, 8…, Almost, Maine, and Smokefall* are crewed by Robert Garza, Gabby Lopez, Abby Corbett, and Maddie Wade.
Rights Information

- *The Spot*, *Amen*, and *Hardened* are all world-premiere productions of student-written work.

- *Transferring Kyle*, *Would You Still Be My Friend If?*, *crabs.com*, *Desert Water*, and *10, 9, 8*... are all presented by arrangement with the playwright.

- *Actually*, *Five Women Wearing the Same Dress*, *Bachelor Holiday*, *Eleemosynary*, *Almost, Maine*, *The Closet*, *Funeral Parlor*, *For Whom the Southern Belle Tolls*, *Wildwood Park*, *Traveler in the Dark*, and *Smokefall* are all presented by arrangement with Dramatists Play Service, Inc.

- *Home Invasion* is presented by arrangement with Bret Adams, LTD.

- *Horse Girls* is presented by arrangement with Concord Theatricals.